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ABSTRACT
The article, after a brief introduction on the state of practice in designing such walls against strong
earthquake shaking, investigates the performance of a typical quay-wall made up of 32 m of steel
sheetpiles, 18 m of which is the “free” wall height and 14 m the embedded part. Supporting
moderately dense silty sand and an upper layer of fill, the wall is subjected to strong seismic
shaking with a PGA of the order of 0.5 g. The long-established simplified design methods of (i)
pseudo-static limit equilibrium (pLEM) and (ii) beam-on-Winkler-foundation (BWF), in
conjunction with the Mononobe-Okabe (MO) method, are shown to lead to results for bending
moments that are significantly larger than those computed with several finite element [FE] codes
using a number of soil constitutive relations (ABAQUS, PLAXIS). The huge discrepancy of the
pLEM method stems from its neglecting the stiffening effect of the anchor on the distribution of
earth pressures on the wall while the predetermined MO actions and reactions fail to take
advantage of the arching of the backfill due to the flexure of the wall. Hence these simplified
methods would often lead to an un-necessarily conservative (hence very expensive) design.
Detailed numerical FE analyses with all mentioned codes capture well the physical phenomena of
this complex interaction problem leading to similar results, despite their sensitivity to the soil
constitutive model they use. Needless to say that the mere possibility of liquefaction must be
excluded or mitigated by suitable soil improvement.

Introduction: Past Seismic Performance of Anchored Sheetpile Walls
Harbour facilities have often suffered damage in strong earthquakes, causing among other
problems disruptions of post-earthquake emergency operations with serious economic
consequences for the stricken regions. The numerous small and large failures of caisson type
quay-walls in the port of Kobe during the 1995 earthquake, complemented the
deformations/failures of the anchored sheet-pile walls of earlier seismic episodes in Japan (e.g.,
in the Niigata 1964 and the Tokachi-oki 1968 earthquakes).
Anchored sheetpile [SP] walls (crudely sketched in Figure 1) are often used as retaining
structures in wharves and quays thanks mainly to their easy installation, while the soft or loose
soils that usually underline such waterfront structures could hardly support the additional weight
of gravity concrete walls. Thus, in many cases such walls are cheaper than gravity walls on piles.
Consequently, a measurable portion of quay-walls are anchored sheetpiles and, thereby, many of
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the reported quay-walls seismic failures are of such walls (e.g. Kitajima & Uwabe (1978,
Dennehy 1985, Agbabian 1980). The following conclusions emerge from a study of the
performance of anchored bulkheads in very strong earthquake shaking:
1.

2.

3.

Most of the observed earthquake failures have resulted from large-scale liquefaction of
loose cohesionless soils mainly in the backfill but sometimes in the supporting foundation
soil. Such soils may not be rare in port and harbor facility sites.
Another frequent but not as dramatic type anchored bulkhead damage takes the form of
excessive permanent seaward “bulging” and tilting of the sheet-pile wall, accompanied
by excessive movement of the anchor block or plate relative to the surrounding soil; such
an anchor movement manifests itself in the form of settlement of the soil and cracking of
the concrete apron directly behind the anchor. Apparently, such failures are due either to
inadequate passive resistance against the anchor, or to insufficient strength of the
sheetpile beam, or both.
Development of detrimental excess pore-water pressures in the backfill next to the wall,
once thought to be a contributor to large deformations and failure, is now recognized as
unlikely to occur when seaward bulging takes place (Towhata et al 1996, Dakoulas &
Gazetas, 2007).

These observations suggest that anchored bulkheads must be properly designed against strong
shaking, just as should caisson and other type of walls.
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Figure 1. Definition of “Anchored Sheet-Pile Wall” geometry, along with some key variables of
a Limit Equilibrium-based empirical method culminating in the Chart of Fig. 4.
Some State-of-Practice Seismic Design Procedures
The difficulty of providing a comprehensive rigorous analytical method arises from several
factors: the complicated wave diffraction pattern due to “ground-step” geometry; the presence of
two different but interconnected structural elements in contact with the soil; the inevitably
nonlinear hysteretic behavior of soil in strong shaking, often including pore-pressure buildup and
degradation, both in front and behind the sheetpile; the no-tension behavior of the soil-sheetpile

interface; the presence of radiation damping effects due to stress waves propagating away from
the wall in the backfill and in the foundation ─ let alone the hydrodynamic effects on both sides
of the wall. Before the advent of reliable and relatively user friendly FE and FD codes which
could properly handle all these phenomena, pseudo-static simplified procedures were (and are
still) used in practice. Attempts to provide refinement and sophistication to such methods
continue to this day; in the opinion of the authors such efforts are not founded in the physical
reality and cannot be proposed for the design of anchored sheetpile walls. Specifically:
(1) Pseudo-static Limit Equilibrium methods determine dynamic lateral earth pressures with the
Mononobe-Okabe analysis [pLEM] (Figure 2). Differences among the several variants of the
method arise primarily from the assumed point of application of the resultant active and passive
forces FAE and FPE (on the two sides of the sheetpile wall), the handling of the water, and the
partial factors of safety introduced in the design.
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Figure 2. Elements of the state-of-practice pseudo-Static Limit Equilibrium method (pLEM).
Among other problems, MO method produces seismic earth pressure active and passive
coefficients, KAE and KPE, that are too sensitive to (large values of) the effective (“driving”)
acceleration ── in disagreement with rigorous FE analyses and field observations during many
earthquakes. As an example, for a φ = 30o sand Figure 3 shows that active and passive
coefficients equalise, achieving a common value KAE = KPE ≈ 1.35, while the critical angles
vanish (θAE = θPE = 0), when the effective acceleration becomes equal to
α = Ac / g = tan φ ≈ 0.58

(1)

Beyond this value of acceleration MO solution does not exist. Yet, many walls have survived
much larger acceleration levels (e.g., in Kobe 1995).
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Figure 3. Effect of acceleration coefficient on the angle of the active and passive sliding surfaces
(left), and on the active and passive seismic earth-pressure coefficients (right) [adopted from
Davies et al (1986)].

Figure 4. The empirical seismic Design Chart of Gazetas et al (1990).
For smaller levels of acceleration, a semi-empirical method was developed by Gazetas et al
(1990). Utilizing numerous case history data, referring to successful, moderately damaged,
severely damaged, and collapsed SP walls, interpreted with MO method, a Seismic Design Chart
was constructed. Shown in Figure 4, the Chart’s axes are:

•

•

The effective anchor index EAI = d/H, where d is the horizontal distance of the anchor–
tie point from the MO active failure surface, assumed to originate at the point of rotation
of the wall; H is the free height of the wall.
The embedment participation index EPI = (FPE / FAE) {1 + Df / (Df + H)} , where Df
is the depth from the mud-line to the point of rotation, often conservatively estimated as
the depth of embedment D.

These two variables have been related to the degree of recorded damage. The Chart, as calibrated
with case histories and analyses reported in PIANC (2001), distinguishes three types of expected
damage: negligible to small deformation (damage level 0 and 1) with seaward top displacement
of 0 – 40 cm; moderate repairable damage involving seaward top displacement of 40 cm –100
cm (damage level 2); and, finally, excessive damage and fatal damage with top displacement
exceeding 130 cm (damage levels 3, 4). This chart, however, is good only for a crude
preliminary evaluation of sheetpile walls in non-liquefiable, relatively dense soil; the chart does
not discriminate with reference to the nature of the ground shaking (frequency content, number
of significant cycles, etc.), and does not reflect the layering of the retained and the foundation
soil.
(2) Beam-on-Winkler-Foundation [BWF] modeling treats the sheetpile wall just as a pile
foundation, with suitable one-sided plane-strain linear Winkler springs (or non-linear p–y
reaction “springs”) on both the active and passive sides of the wall, with an elasto-plastic support
for the anchor (Figure 5). Two 1-D shear beams are attached to the ends of the springs and
transmit the seismic motion to the system. The kinematic response that is ensuing could
reproduce the flexural response of the wall with reasonable accuracy, but only for very small
levels of excitation. When the acceleration level is high enough to induce wedge-type failure
mechanisms and the anchor is activated passively, the results would not necessarily be reliable.
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Figure 5. Sketch of the Beam-on-Winkler-Foundation model for the kinematic response of the
“Anchored Sheet-Pile Wall”.

(3) Hybrid procedures, combining the BWF with the pLEM methods have been perhaps the most
widely used in practice. Because of the reliance of these methods on the MO active earth
pressures they usually lead to very conservative results as will be shown later.
With the advent of reliable FE codes the simplified methods are slowly becoming rather
redundant. Their use leads to unrealistically exaggerated bending moments for the wall and
distance of the anchoring point, as it will be demonstrated below.
Comparative Study
The 32 m long sheetpile wall (18 m free and 14 m embedded), shown in Figure 6, is analyzed
dynamically with the finite element codes ABAQUS and PLAXIS. The wall is embedded into a
dense sandy layer, while the backfill soil comprises a medium dense (but not liquefiable) silty
sand overlain by a conhesionless fill. The strength and stiffness parameters of the three layers are
given in Table 1. The wall has a rigidity EI = 1.45 x 106 kNm2/m and an ultimate moment
capacity of Mult = 5380 kNm/m. The anchor plate, at a distance of 45 m from the wall, has an EI
= 0.8 x 106 kNm2/m and an Mult = 639 kNm/m. The seismic excitation is defined as the
Chalfand Valley recorded accelerogram from the Morgan Hill 1986 earthquake, applied at the
free-field ground surface. (The input motion at the base was obtain by 1D de-convolution
analysis.) A description of the two FE models is as follows:
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Figure 6: Example sheet-pile wall system used in the comparative study.

Table 1. Soil parameters.

Fill
Soil 1
Soil 2

c (kPa)
1
1
10

φ (degrees)
32.5
35
37.5

E (MPa)
100
200
300

PLAXIS: The FE mesh consists of triangular 15-node elements. The geometry has been
mirrored, in order to (a) ameliorate the lateral boundary effects, and (b) examine the effect of the
inherent asymmetry of the accelerogram (“polarity” effect) in a single dynamic analysis. The
maximum finite element size is deliberately chosen to be about 10 times smaller than the
minimum wavelength of significance, thus avoiding spurious filtering effects. The adhesion
between the soil and the steel sheetpile (SSP) wall is taken into account by adding positive and
negative interface elements between the wall and the soil. Interface strength value of Rinter = 0.67
is considered.
Two constitutive models available in PLAXIS are employed: (a) the Mohr-Coulomb model, which
is not expected to provide a “correct” solution to the dynamic problem but is used only for the
sake of comparison since it is frequently used in practice; and (b) the so-called advanced
Hardening-Soil Soft [HSS] model. For seismic problems the constitutive model must be able to
treat small-strain stiffness nonlinearity of the soil ── hence the use of the latter model which can
accomplice this is the recommended one (Brinkgreve et al. 2010, Benz et al. 2009).
ABAQUS: The FE domain shown in Figure 7 is discretized in quadrilateral solid plane-strain
fine elements 0.5 x 0.5 m2, capable of transmitting without bias the wave frequencies of
significance. Interface between wall and soil is tension-less and frictional; it is modeled with
special elements that allow both separation and sliding, the latter controlled by coefficients of
friction μ. To capture radiation damping normal and shear viscous elements ρVS and ρVP (per
unit area) are placed at the vertical boundaries between the soil domain and the vertical free-field
column which is introduced in order to have proper transmission of up-coming waves (avoiding
the box effect).
In addition to the Mohr-Coulomb model discussed above, a more refined soil model is utilized
here through a subroutine attached to ABAQUS. Developed at NTUA by Gerolymos et al (2007)
and Anastasopoulos et al (2011), it models the nonlinear soil inelasticity through a simple
kinematic hardening with VonMises failure criterion and an associative flow rule. The evolution
law consists of two components : a nonlinear kinematic hardening component describing the
translation of the yield surface in stress space, and an isotropic hardening component which
defines the size of the yield surface σο as a function of plastic deformation. The normal stressdependence of the failure surface is controlled by the parameter σο. Details can be found in the
afore-cited references.
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Figure 7. Mesh of the left retaining wall demonstrating several key features.

Results
A typical result of the ABAQUS analysis is portrayed in Figure 8, in the form of displacement
vectors on the deformed shape of the system and superimposed the contours of plastic strains.
The picture is taken at the time of maximum thrust on the wall. We notice the intense
plasticization in the passive side (in front) of the wall near the mudline, and on the active (back)
side of the anchor plate. But the active wedge on the back side of the wall itself is just beginning
to form, with smaller plastic strains developing.

Figure 8. Displacement field at the end of Chalfand Valley record for interface friction
coefficient μ = 0.50.
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Figure 9. Distribution of bending moments (at the instant of maximum moment) at the left wall
for the Chalfand Valley excitation, for an interface friction coefficient μ = 0.50.
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Figure 10. Distribution of maximum horizontal displacements at the left wall for the Chalfand
Valley excitation, for interface friction coefficient μ = 0.50.

A summary of the results of all numerical and simplified analyses is presented in Figure 9 for the
bending moments and displacements of the SP wall, and in Figure 10 for the distribution of
horizontal earth pressures on the wall. Several conclusions are noteworthy :
1. The simplified BWF and, especially, the pLEM methods predict much larger flexural distress
of the SP wall (max M > 5000 kNm/m). By contrast, the ABAQUS and PLAXIS peak moments are
of about 2500 – 3000 kNm/m, depending on the particular soil modeling.
2. The computed displacements differ among the various FE analyses more substantially,
ranging from about 20 to 32 cm at the top. The BWF analysis gives a much smaller value, of 10
cm only. Moreover, the displacement of the rigorous model is quite sensitive to the soil
constitutive relations utilized.
3. The distribution of earth pressures ph on the wall computed with ABAQUS, compared with the
KAE and KPE diagrams of MO, reveal the main causes of the overprediction of SP bending
moments by the MO-based methods. On the active side the (unavoidable) seaward “bulging” of
the wall creates “arching” conditions with a respective decrease of ph to less than about 1/3 of
the MO values. [Similar conclusions were drawn from t5he centrifuge tests of Sitar & his
coworkers – see Bibliography.] On the other hand, on the front side, passive conditions can only
be reached at the very top, by the mudline, as was also evident from the plastic strain contour of
Figure 8. Since the passive MO curve agrees with numerical stress distribution only near the top,
becoming substantially larger at greater depths, it is easy to recognize that the embedded part
would rotated more than what MO analysis expects.
4. The distance of anchor plate from the wall (l = 45 m), computed with the EC8-5 expression

l = lstatic (1 + 1.5 a S) ≈ lstatic (1 + 1.5 x 0.40) = 1.6 lstatic

(2)

which was derived utilizing the Chart of Figure 4 (Gazetas et al, 1990), is quite adequate: only
the active state of stress develops at the back of the plate ── the crucially important passive
failure is not even close to developing. So there is a sufficiently ample margin of anchor
resistance. By contrast, MO-based methods require much larger distance l.
In any case, the selected SP cross-section for this wall is more than adequate against wall failure
(Mult ≈ 5380 kNm/m) according to ABAQUS and PLAXIS analyses, almost inadequately safe
according to BWF, and totally inadequate according to the pLEM method.
Conclusion
The results of a case study for the seismic response of a deep anchored sheetpile wall (supporting
18 m of soil) show clearly that the pseudo-static methods of analysis based on the MononobeOkabe method are not appropriate for design, as they may lead to very conservative results
regarding the bending distress of the wall. The dynamic interaction between soil, wall, and
anchor cannot possibly be captured by such methods. Beam-on-Winkler-Foundation models
could possibly approximate better such interaction effects, but the development of regions of
concentrated plastic deformation (surrogates of Coulomb sliding surfaces) cannot be represented
in such models even when nonlinear p–y type of “springs” are used in the model. The available
well established FE codes can be used to develop realistic estimates of sheetpile and anchor
distress, as well as of wall displacements.
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